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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Persistent Identifier (PID) policy is written for senior decision makers within potential
EOSC service and infrastructure providers, and will be of interest to all EOSC stakeholders.
It defines a set of expectations about what persistent identifiers will be used to support a
functioning environment of FAIR research. Requirements of providers and the basic
services they offer are also outlined. The policy is approved by EOSC governance, who will
oversee its implementation. The implementation will be guided through recommendations
on the PID Technical Architecture which the EOSC Architecture Working Group will provide.
This policy was authored by representatives of the EOSC FAIR Working Group and EOSC
Architecture Working groups (Maggie Hellström, André Heughebaert, Rachael Kotarski,
Paolo Manghi, Brian Matthews, Raphael Ritz, Anders Sparre Conrad, Mario Valle, Tobias
Weigel and Peter Wittenburg). Initial drafts were released in December 2019 and May
2020, and made available for public comment and consultation.
This finalised policy was delivered to the EOSC Executive and Governance Boards in
October 2020.
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1. CONTEXT
1.1 This Persistent Identifier (PID) policy is written for senior decision makers within
potential EOSC service and infrastructure providers, and will be of interest to all EOSC
stakeholders. It defines a set of expectations about what persistent identifiers will be used
to support a functioning environment of FAIR research. Requirements of providers and the
basic services they offer are also outlined. The policy is approved by EOSC governance,
who will oversee its implementation. The implementation will be guided through
recommendations on the PID Technical Architecture which the EOSC Architecture Working
Group will provide.
1.2 Many types of Persistent Identifiers are already in active use for a range of applications.
In addition, numerous technologies, databases and cloud systems use local identifiers. This
PID policy will not make detailed statements about existing systems, but provides
definitions, guidelines and usage requirements.
1.3 The GDPR regulations are guiding us in the use of PIDs that store and provide personal
data. PID Service Providers should be GDPR compliant. The GDPR grants data subjects
certain rights, including the right to ask organisations to delete their personal data (right
to erasure). Since PIDs are exchanged and used by different entities (repositories, research
performing organisations, research infrastructures, EOSC, etc.), data subjects will have to
exercise their rights under the GDPR (such as the right to erasure) on a case-by-case basis.
In practice it is likely to be difficult for data subjects to track where their personal data is
processed.

2. PRINCIPLES
2.1 The PID Policy concentrates on principles, desired results and governance which are
designed to establish a viable, trusted PID infrastructure suitable for the long-term
sustainability of the EOSC.
2.2 There are a range of current use cases for PIDs in research and scholarship. The full
range of use cases covers a wide variety of direct human use and automated machine
processing and actionability. This PID Policy should accommodate a wide range of use
cases and not put in place barriers to the effective use of PIDs as needed by the research
community.
2.3 The policy should result in a future where PIDs can be used as the preferred method
of referring to its assigned entity, where appropriate, alongside human-readable means
e.g. the common name. Multiple PIDs may identify any given entity and users should be
able to use whichever they are most comfortable with (but cf. 3.6).
2.4 The PID Policy should enable an environment of research practice, and services that
satisfy the FAIR principles as appropriate for the particular domains of use. Central to the
realisation of FAIR are FAIR Digital Objects and PIDs are core to the idea of FAIR Digital
Objects, as highlighted in the Turning FAIR Into Reality report (FAIR Expert Group, 2018).
2.5 To create a functioning PID ecosystem and to realise the relevant FAIR Principles, PID
Services should be interoperable with each other and between PID Service Providers, as
well as across research infrastructure.
2.6 Technology independence of PIDs is required to allow for technological change. PID
services will vary in maturity over time and the PID policy should identify the level of
service maturity suitable for EOSC adoption.
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2.7 The policy seeks to accommodate mature and established PID practice, schemes,
technologies and providers, which have a global presence. The policy also needs to be
balanced and not prefer one approach or technology over another.
2.8 In adhering to the Policy, PID providers and users are expected to commit to sustaining
the PID infrastructures and digital objects in the long term.
2.9 The Policy should encourage new and innovative services and tools, which use and
build on the PID Infrastructure.
2.10 The policy should be maintained by the EOSC Legal Entity and reviewed by a
dedicated group of experts and stakeholders on a regular basis and at least in 3 years
time. All of those who perform Roles as defined in Section 4 should be consulted and
involved in the review process.

3. GENERIC PID DEFINITIONS
3.1
For the purposes of this Policy, a Persistent Identifier that supports and enables research
that is FAIR is one that is globally unique, persistent, and resolvable. Each of these three features
may be delivered through various means and technologies, but some basic principles apply.

3.2

Globally Unique

3.2.1 To enable global uniqueness, a PID should comply with a controlled syntax to avoid
clashes for instance, by having namespaces that are governed by clearly defined
authorities.
3.3

Persistent

3.3.1 Persistence relates to three aspects. The first two relate directly to the PID itself.
3.3.1.1 The PID should be managed and governed in such a way that the community
can trust it to remain unique and resolvable for the long term. This may be beyond the
lifetime of the entity it identifies, the creators of that entity or even the PID service
provider itself. The latter point is dependent on fulfilling 8.4.
3.3.1.2 The syntax - including the application programming interface (API) - of the PID
system should also be persistent.
3.3.1.3 Finally, persistence also relates to the object to which the PID resolves (the
referent). The referent should also be stable, whether it is a born digital object or a
digital representation of a physical or abstract entity. In some cases absolute fixity of
the referent is required, e.g. for a dataset in support of research that should not change
to ensure reproducibility; and in other cases the concept of the entity as it is currently
understood is maintained, for example, an institution that has changed over time. This
persistence should also be considered in conjunction with versioning (see section 5.5
and 5.6).
3.4

Resolvable

3.4.1 There can be three intentions of PID resolution. A PID is resolvable when it allows
both human and machine users to access:
3.4.1.1 A digital object, a digital representation, or information on how the object can
be accessed.
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3.4.1.2 Kernel Information: A global resolution system should support access to Kernel
Information from its PID. Kernel Information is a structured record with attributes whose
semantics are retrievable in machine-interpretable form (Weigel, T., et al. 2018). In
general, the Kernel Information should at least contain attributes that point to where
the bit sequence of the referent can be found and a pointer to a type definition.
Optionally, it may contain pointers to further contextual objects including metadata. PID
Kernel Information Profiles should be registered in open registries.
3.4.1.3 When an object or its representation are no longer available, resolution to Kernel
Information must still be possible. In such cases, a standard practice is to include
‘tombstone’ information as part of kernel information (cf. 5.6).
3.4.1.4 There will be instances where, for legal reasons, personal information about the
referent must be deleted. For example, following a right to erasure request by a data
subject under GDPR. In such cases, resolvability should still be maintained to tombstone
information that provides as much kernel information while remaining compliant with
the GDPR and applicable legal requirements.
3.4.2 To make it globally resolvable, the PID needs to be part of a namespace defined by
a syntax that is controlled by an Authority (section 4.4).
3.5 In addition to these features of the PID itself, the use (or application) and management
of the PID, and its related services and governance, should combine to enable research
that is FAIR.
3.6 Note that to avoid doubt this policy is purposefully neutral on the practice of more than
one PID referring to the same entity (but see also 2.3). This already occurs but Kernel
Information should support understanding of known overlaps through the use of optional
SameAs, AlsoKnownAs or KnownAs attributes.

4 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1 A PID Infrastructure within the EOSC has several defined roles which actors can
undertake. Each role is responsible for a particular component within the PID
Infrastructure, with particular commitments to maintaining the integrity of that PID
Infrastructure. In a particular scenario, one actor can play more than one role, or undertake
some limited actions associated with multiple roles, but it is useful to separate them to add
clarity.
4.2 A PID Infrastructure may also be formed of several components, either services, rules
or standards, that enable the Infrastructure to operate according to the policies and
expectations of its target communities.
4.3 PID Scheme (Component). A set of rules and standards defining the nature of a PID.
This would include a set of lexical formatting rules for PIDs within a namespace. It could
also define for example: associated PID Type; definition of associated metadata; quality
assurance conditions; usage rights, terms and conditions, and algorithmic methods for
generating PID names and enforcing PID properties.
4.4 PID Authority (Role). A controller responsible for maintaining the rules for defining the
integrity of PIDs within a PID Scheme. These rules may include setting standards for lexical
formats, algorithms and protocols to ensure global uniqueness, together with setting
quality of service conditions to enforce compliance to the rules. PID Authorities may be
organisations (e.g. DOI.org), which enforce control over a PID infrastructure. But there
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may also be Authorities which do not have a central control (for example Software Heritage
persistent identifiers1 and W3C’s Decentralized Identifiers2), but provide a community
standardisation mechanism that specifies the conformance of PIDs to a PID Scheme.
4.5 PID Service Provider (Role). An organisation which provides PID services in
conformance to a PID Scheme, subject to its PID Authority. PID Service Providers have
responsibility for the provision, integrity, reliability and scalability of PID Services, in
particular the issuing and resolution of PIDs, but also lookup and search services, and
interoperability with a generic resolution system.
4.6 PID Service (Component). Basic services are those that create, manage and resolve
PIDs and their associated kernel information which conforms to a PID Scheme. Advanced,
value-added services may also be provided, for example attribute search or metrics.
4.7 PID Manager (Role). PID Managers have responsibilities to maintain the integrity of
the relationship between entities and their PIDs, in conformance to a PID Scheme defined
by a PID Authority. A PID Manager will typically subscribe to PID services to offer
functionality to PID Owners within the PID Manager’s services. One example is a Service
Provider which uses PID Services as part of its own service delivery. For example, PID
Managers may include a provider of a data repository, a data catalogue, or a research
workflow system.
4.8 PID Owner (Role). An actor (an organisation or individual) who has the authority to
create a PID, assign PID to an entity, provide and maintain accurate Kernel Information
for the PID. A new PID Owner must be identified and these responsibilities transferred, if
the current PID Owner is no longer able to carry them out.
4.9 End User (Role). The end user of PID Services, for example researchers, or software,
or services produced to support researchers.

5 PID APPLICATIONS
5.1 An ecosystem of PID Infrastructures is needed to support the wide variety of scientific
applications and offers sufficient flexibility (service providers, scheme, attribute set) and
capacity. There should be a common Application Programming Interface3 to interact with
PIDs (create, resolve and modify PID and PID Kernel Information) that should be offered
by all PID Service providers. The details of this shall be further defined as part of
implementation work (EOSC Architecture WG).
5.2 PID services for EOSC need to address a wide variety of applications including those
that require secure mechanisms built into the PID Infrastructure. One example is the case
of confidential data where access control and/or encryption of the Kernel Information might
be appropriate.

1 https://docs.softwareheritage.org/devel/swh-model/persistent-identifiers.html#
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/did-core/
3 The RDA Working Groups on PID Information Types and PID Kernel Information have produced preliminary recommendations and
prototypes for such an interface and principles for Kernel Information that can form the basis for further work.
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5.3 It must be clear at all times who is the PID Owner and thus who is allowed to make
changes to the attributes. The PID Owner is responsible for proper management of PIDs
and to keep the attribute set up-to-date.
5.4 Granularity of PIDs is very much dependent on the communities and it will change
over time. Multiple levels of granularity should be supported by the PID ecosystem and
linking between levels of granularity should be fostered. Ever deeper levels of granularity
and the subsequent increase in the volume of PIDs that would be created, managed and
resolved, which may increase the effort and cost of managing a PID Service and its
functionality and features. And so levels of granularity appropriate to community best
practice and use cases should be provided, while allowing for flexibility to respond to how
those needs and practices will evolve.
5.5 PID services should support versioning. PID Service Providers and repositories must
have clear policies and guidelines on how to manage versioning in case the FAIR Digital
Object or entity changes.
5.6 PIDs should not be re-assigned or deleted. In case that the entity being identified is
deleted or ceases to exist, tombstone information needs to be in the PID attribute set.
Moreover, every PID should provide information on the referenced object’s fundamental
type and management policy in a machine-actionable way, whether the referenced entity
is long-term available or not and whether it can be expected to change.

6 PID TYPES
6.1 PIDs can identify many different entities. These can be born digital (e.g. documents,
data, software, services - otherwise known as digital objects - and collections made of
them), physical (e.g. people, instruments, artefacts, samples), or conceptual (e.g.
organisations, projects, vocabularies).
6.2 Physical and conceptual entities must be represented via a digital representation (e.g.
Landing Page, metadata, attribute set, database index) to have a presence in the digital
landscape. All digital representations should be FAIR Digital Objects.
6.3 Classes of digital objects may need different attribute sets a PID is resolved to. It is
the responsibility of a community of practice to define and document these attribute sets
(PID Kernel Information Profiles).
6.4 The PID Kernel Information record is a non-authoritative source for metadata focused
on facilitating automation of processes. If the information for an attribute duplicates
metadata maintained elsewhere, the external source is the authority.

7 PID SERVICES AND PID SERVICE PROVIDERS
7.1 A PID Service Provider should offer services that integrate well with European Research
Infrastructures, but not at the exclusion of the broader research community. The basic
services of PID registration and resolution will have no cost to end users.
7.2 As with other EOSC services, basic PID Services should be at Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) 8 (system complete and qualified) or 9 (actual system proven in operational
environment). Added value PID Services may be provided at lower TRLs.
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7.3 PID Service Providers need to ensure close to “24/7” availability of basic PID Services.
Responsibilities for service maintenance and availability need to be documented clearly.
7.4 PID Service Providers need to have a clear sustainability and succession plan with an
exit strategy that guarantees the continuity of the resolution (as per 3.4.1) of its PIDs.
7.5 A set of trusted registration PID Authorities and PID Service Providers is needed that
are regularly certified based on agreed rule sets. Certification should cover both
resolvability of PIDs to information from PID Service Providers and their management
processes for maintenance of PIDs. It should clarify who is responsible for keeping the
Kernel Information up-to-date, if necessary, by enabling third parties to modify it.
7.6 There is a need for a generic, global PID resolution system across all PID systems and
service providers. To enable this, PID Service Providers need to ensure their system
supports the necessary API.

8 GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY
8.1 PID Service Providers should apply appropriate community governance to ensure that
their PID Services and Systems adhere to these policies, and are agile and responsive to
the needs of research, Open Science and EOSC. As such, the active EU research community
needs to be represented in the governance structure to be able to influence the activities
and business models.
8.2 PID Services should be provided at justifiable cost to EOSC services and resources that
use those services as PID Owners and PID Managers.
8.3 The governance structure should be embedded in global governance.
8.4 PID Service Providers should have a public and independently verifiable exit plan that
assures continuity of their PIDs and PID Services should they cease to operate. This plan
will ensure other providers can replicate the PIDs and services should the original provider
cease to exist.
8.5 The EOSC should encourage new and innovative usages, services and tools which use
and build on the PID Infrastructure.
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APPENDIX 2: GLOSSARY
These terms are provided to aid understanding of the policy, and are in addition to
definitions of roles and responsibilities defined in Section 4. All terms need to be seen in
relation to PIDs.
Attribute

A value that describes a feature of an object or its representation, as
part of PID Kernel Information or other metadata.

Digital Object

A Digital Object has a bit sequence that can be stored in multiple
repositories and is associated with a Persistent Identifier (PID) and
metadata.

Digital Entity

A Digital Entity denotes any sort of bit sequence that is being stored
or transmitted without being registered to enable sharing.

European Open
Science Cloud
(EOSC)

An integrated infrastructure to create a web of FAIR data. The
development of EOSC is a large and ongoing multi-stakeholder
initiative.

FAIR Digital
Object

A model proposed by the Turning FAIR into Reality report, denoting
what elements are needed for a Digital Object to be FAIR and thus
machine actionable.

FAIR Principles

FAIR stands for Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable. It
refers to the FAIR Data Principles developed by the FORCE 11
community, that recommend data should be shared according to
these four concepts.

Granularity

The varying levels of hierarchy or constituent parts that may form
data or other research outputs. For example, the differing levels of
granularity of a research publication, going from a whole Journal
issue, to its constituent articles, to the article’s constituent sections
or figures, the levels in a complex scientific collection or the level of
detail in a large scientific database.

Kernel
Information

A PID needs to be resolved to a structured record consisting of welldefined attributes to allow machine actions. This is the concept of
PID Kernel Information as described in the matching RDA
Recommendation (Weigel, T., et al. 2018).

Landing Page

A human-readable page, displayed in a browser, that provides
human users with information on how to access and/or interpret the
digital object or its representation that is identified by a PID.

Machine
Actionable

Machine Actionable means that a formal statement is syntactically
and semantically specified enabling computing systems to carry out
automatic processing.

Metadata

With metadata in the context of this PID policy we mean all kinds of
assertions about properties of the bit sequence of a digital object
such as descriptive, deep scientific, contextual, provenance, access
permissions, transactions etc. This kind of metadata is not stored in
the PID record as kernel attributes, however the PID record in
general should point to the metadata.
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Namespace

A namespace ensures that all the identifiers within a given level have
unique names so that they can be easily identified.

Persistent
Identifier (PID)

A persistent, unique and globally resolvable identifier that is based
on an openly specified PID Scheme.

PID Ecosystem

The set of PID Components and Services that may be federated or
interoperable to support EOSC and research that is FAIR in an
effective and sustainable way.

PID Kernel
Information
Profile

The PID Kernel Information Profile describes the set of kernel
attributes that are being selected by a repository to describe the DO.
The profile is dependent on the type of object and the needs of the
community. Only openly declared attributes with widely agreed
semantic types will provide machine actionability.

Prefix

A PID syntax component denoting an authority or division of a
namespace. A prefix needs to be globally unique associated with
particular local authorities which are free in how they generate locally
unique IDs.

Semantics

The meaning or interpretation of meaning attached to a given text
string. It is recommended to not include semantics in an identifier
string where meaning may change over time or may not be
understood across linguistic and cultural divides.

Suffix

A “suffix” is the part of a unique and persistent identifier that is
created by a local authority which also specifies the syntax rules for
the suffix.
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1.0

2019/12/13

https://doi.org/10.528
1/zenodo.3574203

N/A

2.0

2020//05/01

https://doi.org/10.528
1/zenodo.3780423

Numerous changes in response to
feedback from:
●
●
●

PIDapalooza 2020
PID Forum
Emails and other personal
feedback
New DOI for Version 2.
3.0 (this
version)

2020/09/30

https://doi.org/10.277
7/zenodo.926037

Changes in response to feedback from:
●
●

PID Forum
Email and other personal
feedback to authors
● Legal Interoperability Working
Group, specifically on GDPR
New DOI for final version
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Getting in touch with the EU
IN PERSON

All over the European Union there are hundreds of Europe Direct information centres.
You can find the address of the centre nearest you at: https://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en

ON THE PHONE OR BY EMAIL

Europe Direct is a service that answers your questions about the European Union.
You can contact this service:
– by freephone: 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 (certain operators may charge for these calls),
– at the following standard number: +32 22999696, or
– by email via: https://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en

Finding information about the EU
ONLINE

Information about the European Union in all the official languages of the EU is available on the Europa
website at: https://europa.eu/european-union/index_en

EU PUBLICATIONS

You can download or order free and priced EU publications from:
https://op.europa.eu/en/publications. Multiple copies of free publications may be obtained by
contacting Europe Direct or your local information centre (see https://europa.eu/europeanunion/contact_en)

EU LAW AND RELATED DOCUMENTS

For access to legal information from the EU, including all EU law since 1952 in all the official language
versions, go to EUR-Lex at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu

OPEN DATA FROM THE EU

The EU Open Data Portal (http://data.europa.eu/euodp/en) provides access to datasets from the EU.
Data can be downloaded and reused for free, for both commercial and non-commercial purposes.

This policy was authored by representatives of the EOSC FAIR
Working Group and EOSC Architecture Working Group.
This Persistent Identifier (PID) policy is written for senior decision
makers within potential EOSC service and infrastructure providers
and will be of interest to all EOSC stakeholders. It defines a set of
expectations about what persistent identifiers will be used to support
a functioning environment of FAIR research. Requirements of
providers and the basic services they offer are also outlined.
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